


GAINING THE MOST FROM

Solantra works it’s best when using Open Type savvy applications like Adobe Illustrator and InDesign. Many of these same 
features are also available in Photoshop, but some glyphs (versions of a letter) are difficult or impossible to access. If you 
have a version of Adobe’s Creative Suite or the newer cloud versions you might find it easier to set your typography 
through Illustrator prior to bringing it into Photoshop. That being said the basic features like contextual alternates and 
ligatures are already active by default in Photoshop just as they are in Illustrator and InDesign.

There are multiple aspects to how Solantra can be set. Solantra combines many elements of early American penmanship 
and handwriting along with some modern day sensibilities. When set using with just Contextual alternates and Ligatures 
active in the Open Type menu as is common with Adobe apps, the lettering has more of a vintage handwriting look. To add 
to this effect you can choose some of the Stylistic Alternates (an Illustrator feature) either by activating it in the Open Type 
Palette or by choosing from the Glyph Palette. In addition a more contemporary calligraphic look can be achieved by 
selecting from the many variations and swash versions available through the glyph palette. Below is a sample with some of 
these style variations in play.

OpenType fonts are the standard today because of all the extra features they add to a design. Prior to the development of 
OpenType users would have to have a series of additional versions of a font for features like swash letters or small caps. In 
applications created for designers, like Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator, ligatures and Contextual Alternates are 
two opentype features that are typically active by default. This allows for finer typographic settings with no additional 
work on the user’s part. Text fonts use only a minimum of these two features, but script fonts that attempt to look like 
natural writing can use them extensively.

In Solantra contextual alternates are used at times for beginning and ending letters. They are also used to avoid having 
two identical looking letters next to each other. Sometimes a contextual alternate version of a letter is used to avoid crash-
ing into a nearby crossbar or ascender. Sometimes they are even used simply because they look a bit better in the context 
of the letter before or after it. It is recommended that before you swap out any letters in your text, finish typesetting all 
the text with the Contextual Alternates and Ligatures features active. That way you start with a well refined, but not too 
extravagant setting. Using a glyph palette makes swapping out letters fast and easy. Below are a few samples of these, but 
there are many many more inside the pro version.

TYPESET TING WITH

Illustrator using Standard caps, contextual alternates, and ligature (standard & contextual)

Illustrator with added stylistic alternates. Notice different lowercase e, f, and r.

Adding in swash letters and capitals with a more contemporary calligraphic touch.

Contextual start letters Contextual end letters Contextual subs for double lettersInner letters for better fit and style
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CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

Special connections or non-connecting Avoiding crossbar conflict Contextual subs for double lettersInner letters for better fit and style



Ordinals    Fractions
Position Option Submenu

numbers. There are also alternate versions of each of these to help avoid repetition. There are contextually smart versions of 
ordinals useful for creating 1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc. The tradititional # symbol can be substituted by an oldstyle No. It has the most 
common pre-built fraction like ½, and will also allow building custom fractions on the fly. Superior and Inferior scienti

gures are also available.

Standard Numbers

Oldstyle Numbers

Standard Numbers Alternates

Oldstyle Numbers Alternates

ADVANCED

Creating Ordinals: 
1. Select last number & letters for ordinal 
2. Click Ordinal button (see above).

Creating Fractions: 
1. Type top number(s) followed by slash followed by bottom number(s).
2. Select the portion designated for a fraction.
3. Click on Fraction button (see above left).

Accessing Scientific Inferiors: 
1. Select appropriate number 




